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SUMMARY

A stability-bleed system using relief-type mechanical valves provides large sta-

bilizing flows more quickly than a conventional inlet control while preserving low bleed

at design conditions. This report presents the transient performance of such a

stability-bleed system installed in a YF-12 aircraft flight inlet while the inlet was sub-

jected to internal and external airflow disturbances in the NASA Lewis 10- by 10-Foot

Supersonic Wind Tunnel. The stability-bleed relief valves were designed to be tolerant

of the YF-12 flight environment and to fit within the cowl structure of the YF-12 air-

craft inlet.

At Mach 2.47 and 2.76, the inlet unstart tolerance to an internal, triangular air-

flow pulse of variable period was determined. The stability-bleed system increased

the inlet airflow stability by approximately 10 percent of the operating-point airflow

for disturbances ranging from about 7 percent (of the operating-point value) per second

to over 400 percent per second. This stability system complemented very well the in-

let terminal-shock-control system, which compensated for pulse rates ranging from

zero to about 10 percent per second.

The inlet was subjected to a step-type external airflow disturbance which was a

combination of a decrease in Mach number and an increase in angle of attack. The

stability-bleed system demonstrated its capability by keeping the inlet started longer

with the valves operative than with them inoperative. Hence, the stability system pro-

vides additional time for the inlet control system to react and prevent unstart. Tests

were conducted with initial spike-tip Mach numbers of 2.55 and 2.68 and the airflow at

zero angle of attack.

The stability-bleed system also demonstrated its ability to provide the inlet with

more angle-of-attack capability during angle-of-attack disturbance tests. The actual

increases in angle-of-attack capability without unstart could not be determined because

wind-tunnel mechanical-stop limits were reached. The tests were run at free-stream

Mach numbers of 2.47 and 2.7 6.

INTRODUCTION

Usually, a mixed-compression inlet operates most efficiently when the terminal

shock is just aft of the throat. In this condition, the inlet can be unstarted by a small



disturbance. Preventing inlet unstart while maintaining high inlet performance is nec-
essary for supersonic-cruise aircraft. This is especially true for commercial air-
craft so that they canbe economically successful.

The purpose of a stability-bleed system is to allow higher inlet performance (by
having the terminal shock closer to the throat) while maintaining a substantial tolerance
to inlet unstart dueto internal or external disturbances. The stability-bleed system
cancomplement the conventional inlet active control systems by providing fast-acting
responsewithout unfavorable interaction. The flight-weight active control systems
usually do not provide fast-acting responses. Bleed systems can provide fast flow
changes, but a high-capacity, fixed-exit bleed has excessive continuousbleed flow at
on-design conditions, which penalizes inlet efficiency. A recent study at the NASA
Lewis Research Center (refs. 1 and 2) has shownthat a bleed system using mechanical
relief-type valves can provide large stabilizing flows quickly and canalso provide low
bleed at design conditions. The system of reference 2 required a separate, variable
reference pressure under manual control. Also, the valve mechanizationwas not com-
patible with high-temperature operation or with integration into a flight-weight inlet
structure.

In a continuing investigation of mechanical bleed valves, the LockheedAircraft
Corporation under contract to NASAdesignedand built a set of valves that can operate
under the conditions encounteredin the flight envelopeof the YF-12 aircraft. They
also fit within the cowl structure of a YF-12 flight inlet. This designwas basedon a
feasibility study (ref. 3) conductedby LockheedAircraft Corporation. References 4
to 8 present the details of the relief stability valve design andthe benchtests of the
prototype valve. Reference 9 is a brief summary of results of wind-tunnel tests of the
throat-bypass stability-bleed system. References10 to 12 give a more detailed pre-
sentation of various aspectsof the wind-tunnel investigation of the throat-bypass
stability-bleed system.

This report presents the transient performance of the throat-bypass stability-
bleed system installed in the YF-12 flight inlet while the inlet was subjectedto internal
and external transient airflow disturbances in the NASALewis 10- by 10-Foot Super-
sonic Wind Tunnel.

The internal airflow disturbance was a single triangular pulse generatedby high-
response sliding-plate valves. The disturbance simulates an engine-corrected airflow
disturbance. The sliding-plate valves were ramped closed and openat varying rates.
At each rate, the pulse amplitude was increased until the inlet unstarted. This dis-
turbance was applied at free-stream Mach numbers of 2.47 and 2.76. Two types of
external disturbances were used. The first was generatedby a falling plate located at
the wind-tunnel throat. The resulting disturbance consisted of a simultaneous change



in tunnel flow-field Mach number and flow angularity at the model. This disturbance
was applied at free-stream Mach numbers of 2.55 and 2.68. The secondexternal dis-
turbance consisted of pitching the inlet to angle of attack and back to zero angle again.
This disturbance was applied at free-stream Mach numbers of 2.47 and 2.76.

U.S. customary units were used in the design of the stability-bleed system and for
recording experimental data. The units were converted to the International System of
Units (SI) for presentation in this report.

DPR

M0

Pbf

P0

Pl'P2 ' P3' " " "' P7

SYMBOLS

YF-12 inlet duct pressure ratio signal usedas the feedback signal
in the aircraft terminal shock position control system

free-stream Mach number at spike tip

bleed plenum forward compartment total pressure (fig. 8), N/cm2

free-stream total pressure, N/cm 2

cowl static pressures in bleed region (fig. 8), N/era2

inlet local angle of attack at spike tip, deg

inlet local angle of sideslip at spike tip, deg

APPARATUS

This report is part of the YF-12 inlet investigation performed at the Lewis Re-
search Center and deals specifically with a throat-bypass stability-bleed system using
relief valves to increase the transient stable airflow range of a mixed-compression
inlet. However, for completeness this report also includes information on the inlet
description and installation. Additional information on the inlet and its installation is
given in reference 13.

Inlet and Its Installation

Figure 1 is an isometric view of the YF-12 flight inlet. The inlet is an axisym-
metric, mixed-compression type. At the YF-12 aircraft cruise Mach number, 60 per-
cent of the supersonic area contraction of the inlet occurs internally. The spike is hy-
draulically actuated to translate for restarting the inlet and for off-design inlet opera-
tion. Spikeboundary-layer bleed is taken off through a slotted surface on the spike.
This bleed is passedoverboard through the spike support struts. Cowl boundary-layer



bleed is taken off through a slot (shock trap) that acts like a flush slot and a ram scoop.
This shock-trap flow bypassesthe forward-bypass door by meansof shock-trap tubes.
It is then combinedwith the flow from the aft-bypass flow and is exhaustedthrough the
engine ejector nozzle. The forward-bypass door is used in a closed-loop control sys-
tem to control terminal-shock position. The forward-bypass airflow is passedover-
board. Basically, the spike bleed and shocktrap are usedto improve inlet perfor-
mance and provide some stability, while the forward and aft bypassesare used to
match inlet and engine airflow requirements. For these tests, the aft bypass was kept
closed.

The shock-position control, described in reference 14, was designedto give per-
formance similar to that of the YF-12 flight system. It used a single throat static
pressure to infer shockposition. The changein the static pressure was suppliedto a
proportional-plus-integral controller, the output of which was usedto manipulate the
forward-bypass door to control shockposition.

Figure 2 is a schematic of the inlet and cold-pipe assembly for the 10- by 10-Foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel. The inlet was mountedon a boiler-plate nacelle, and the en-
tire assembly was mountedon a strut. A 3.05-meter-long cold-pipe assembly was
mounted inside the nacelle. The downstream airflow disturbance generator was
mountedinside the cold pipe. Figure 3 showsthe inlet mountedin the Lewis 10- by
10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel.

Airflow Disturbance Devices

Figure 4 showsthe internal disturbance generator. It was usedto create the in-
ternal airflow disturbances that push the terminal shockupstream toward unstart.
This upstream movement of the shock results in changesin inlet pressures which ac-
tuate the stability-bleed relief valves. This simulates an engine-corrected airflow
perturbation. Figure 4(a) showsa schematic of the internal airflow disturbance gener-
ator. It expandsand contracts like an umbrella to set the steady-state operating-point
corrected airflow. The five sliding-plate type valves of the disturbance generator are
independentlycontrolled by hydraulic position servomechanismsto provide the tran-
sient airflow disturbance. Flow across the internal disturbance generator was choked.

Additional details of the sliding-plate valves andthe disturbance-generator assembly
are given in reference 13. Figure 4(b) showsthe internal airflow-disturbance gener-
ator installed in the cold pipe and expandedabout halfway. The generator is held in the
middle of the cold pipe by four support struts. The butterfly valves are usedto simu-
late the action of the ejector nozzle.
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Figure 5(a) is a schematic representation of the external airflow disturbance gen-
erator (gust generator). It was mountedon the tunnel floor at the tunnel geometric
throat. The plate is hinged and falls through a 90° arc. This disturbance generator is
similar to one that was used previously (ref. 15), but it has provisions to permit re-
mote operation. The plate is initially held in the vertical position by a latching mecha-
nism. In this position, the plate generates a shockwave that is reflected downthe tun-
nel. Whenthe plate is released, it falls through a 90° angle and changesthe position
and strength of the reflected shock.

The gust generator did not produce a uniform disturbance in front of the inlet. The
disturbance was a nonuniform, simultaneous decrease in Mach number and increase in
angle of attack. Conditions were determined only at the inlet spike tip andwere found
to be as follows: for one case, dropping the plate changedthe free-stream Mach num-
ber from 2.55 to 2.43 and the angle of attack from 0° to 1.3o; for a secondcase, the
free-stream Mach number changedfrom 2.55 to 2.50, while the angle of attack changed
from 0° to 0.3°; andfor a third case, free-stream Mach number changedfrom 2.68 to
2.64, and the angle of attack from 0° to 0.4°.

Figure 5(b) is a photographof the external gust generator installed at the tunnel
geometric throat. The latching mechanism holds the plate at the middle of the top
edge. The strut which holds the inlet was also usedto subject the inlet to an external
disturbance. This was doneby rotating the support strut at its maximum rate to the
angle of attack at which the inlet would just remain started, and then back again. In
some cases, the inlet did not unstart before it reached the physical constraint of the
wind tunnel at _5.5° angle of attack.

Throat-Bypass Stability-Bleed System

Figures 6 and 7 showthe schematic and actual inlet installation of the throat-
bypass stability-bleed system. The system was located just forward of the existing
shock trap in the YF-12 flight inlet. The YF-12 flight inlet usedin this investigation
was the same inlet that was used for tests reported in references 9 to 14and is re-
ferred to as the "unmodified" inlet. For the investigation reported herein, the inlet
was equippedwith the throat-bypass stability-bleed system and is referred to as the
"modified" inlet.

Flight-test safety requirements dictated that a fail-safe system be provided that
would allow the pilot to select an inlet configuration that is as nearly as possible like
the original (unmodified) inlet. Becauseof this requirement, the stability-bleed region
could not be placed in the ideal location, at the throat, since in the original (unmodified)
inlet configuration the shock trap is there. Consequently, the test emphasiswas on



determining a throat-bypass stability-bleed-system configuration that would allow an
adequatedemonstration of the concept in flight rather than trying to optimize the sys-
tem.

Figure 6(b) is a sketch of the throat-bypass stability-bleed system installed in the
inlet. A portion of the solid skin aheadof the shock trap on the cowl of the unmodified
flight inlet was replaced with a porous skin as shownin the figure. The holes were
normal to the surface, and uniformly spaced, with a porosity of 40 percent. The en-
tire cowl skin was porous in the region of the forward relief valves, while only the aft
half of the cowl skin was porous in the region of the aft relief valves (figs. 6(b)and
7(a)). Additional details of the bleed performance study, which preceded the transient
testing of the stability-bleed system presented in this report, may be found in refer-
ences 11 and 12.

The stability-bleedsystem has two circumferential rows of 25 compartments lo-

cated just forward of the shock trap (see fig. 6(c)for compartment identification).

Each of the 50 compartments is isolated by bulkheads from the compartments around it.

Each compartment houses a self-acting, relief-type mechanical valve which controls

the bleed-plenum exit area and hence stability-bleedairflow. In general, the forward

row of reliefvalves is intended to open in response to external disturbances, and the

aft row in response to internal disturbances.

The valves, unlike the ones tested previously (refs. 1 and 2), do not require an

externally supplied reference pressure for the pressure above the piston. A reference

pressure is produced by using a reference orifice in each piston (fig.6(b)). This al-

lows the spring plenum pressure above this piston to slowly change untilitequals that

below the piston. The spring preload then is enough to keep the valve closed when the

pressure on the bottom of the reliefvalve is constant or when itis changing slowly.

Thus, the reliefvalves do not open for steady or slowly varying disturbances. The

reference orifice diameter determines how fast the disturbance must change before the

piston will move. The reference orifice used was 0. 127 centimeter in diameter. The

spring plenum of each valve was connected to a separate reference plenum in order to

decrease the effect of pressure change due to valve stroking. The aft valve compart-

ments also had a small, continuous bleed flow in parallel with the stability-relief

valves as shown-in figure 6(b). The function of this continuous bleed was to remove

part of the boundary layer to improve the inlet angle-of-attack capability and peak

pressure-recovery characteristics. The increased inlet pressure-recovery charac-

teristics provided an increase in pressure that ensured more than adequate pressure

to actuate the relief valves. The amount of this flow was determined during the study

reported in reference 11.

The shields and sensing ducts were used so that the pressure under the piston

would not be affected by the flow through the bleed plenums. As seen in figure 6(b),
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the sensingduct for the aft relief valve went from the manifolded set of ports located
just forward of the shock trap to the relief-valve shield. The metal-tube sensing duct
slipped over the short tube extendingfrom the shield. For the aft relief valves, the
sensing duct was placed at the downstreamend of the bleed plenum. This location was
used so that the highest possible pressure in the bleed region could be used to actuate
the relief valve. The terminal shockcan only move part way onto the aft bleed region
before the inlet unstarts. Thus, as the terminal shockmoves forward past the sensing
tap onto the downstream end of the bleed surface for the aft relief valves, a larger
pressure differential is available to actuate the relief valves than is available in the
bleed plenum itself. It shouldbe notedthat, if the stability bleed could have beenlo-
cated at the desired location, the pressure in the bleed plenumwould more neaidy cor-
respond to the sensing-duct pressure.

The sensing duct for the forward valve was a tight-fitting rubber tube as shownin
figure 7(a). This sensingduct connectedthe bleed holes in the cowl skin directly to the
shield of the forward relief valves. The forward relief valves were usedto provide
stabilizing airflow for transient external disturbances. These disturbances might be
changesin Mach number, angle of attack, or temperature. Thesedisturbances create
pressure rises on the cowl which can lead to local chokingof the throat. The bleed
airflow reduces these pressures and thus prevents the inlet from unstarting.

As mentioned previously, flight-test safety requirements dictated that a fail-safe
system be provided that would allow the pilot to select the original, unmodified inlet
configuration. This was accomplished by a pressurizing manifold which was connected
to each reference plenum. It was usedto port higher pressure air to the top sides of
the pistons to lock the valves closed whenthe pilot wantedto return the inlet to its un-
modified configuration. The higher pressure air was obtainedfrom four total-pressure
tubes placed near the shock trap in the inlet. A check valve allows the higher pressure
air to be ported between the pressurizing manifold and the reference plenumbut stops
recirculation of air among the individual reference plenums if the pressure in the ref-
erence plenum becomes higher than that in the pressurizing manifold.

Figure 7 showsthe installation of the throat-bypass stability-bleed system in the
YF-12 flight inlet. Oneof the relief valves was replaced by an orifice plate to illus-
trate a method of bleed-system calibration done during another phaseof the experimen-
tal program (refs. 11and 12).

Figure 7(b) showsthe reference plenums as viewed from the exterior of the inlet.
The airflow from the stability-bleed valves was passedoverboard through louvered
exits. Also shownis the connectionbetweenthe stability relief valve spring plenum
and the valve reference plenum.



High-ResponsePressure Instrumentation

The relative positions of the high-response pressure taps located in the region of
the throat-bypass stability-bleed system are shownin figure 8. The pressures were
measured with strain-gage type pressure transducers. The transducers were mounted

essentially flush to the taps to ensure high dynamic response (-3 dB point at i0,000 Hz).
Most of the taps were located at the 0 = 353 ° position (see fig. 2 for inlet orientation),

while two were located at the 163 ° position. Pressures Pl to P7 are cowl-surface

static pressures located in the region where the stability bleed occurs for the throat-

bypass stability system. Pressure Pl is located at the same station as the tap for

the sensing duct for the aft valves; thus, it is a measure of the pressure that actuates

the aft valves. Pressure P2 is a measure of the average cowl-surface pressure

(since it is located near the middle of the aft bleed region) that supplies stability-bleed

flow to the aft relief valves. Pressures P3 to P6 are static pressures located along

the portion of cowl surface that supplies stability-bleed flow to the forward set of relief

valves. These pressures are used to determine whether local choking occurs in the

forward stability-bleed region for the external type disturbances. Pressure P7 is a

static pressure measured about 180 ° opposite from pressures P3 to P6 and is in-

tended to show how the inlet pressure varies on the opposite side of the inlet.

Stability-Bleed Relief Valve

A cross-sectional view of the relief valve and a photo of a disassembled valve are

shown in figure 9. The relief valve is constructed mainly of titanium and weighs about

1 kilogram. The piston is closely guided on the housing centerpost. To prevent inter-

ference, a relatively loose clearance is maintained between the piston outer diameter

and the housing. Piston rings, which are made of a carbon compound, are used to

minimize the leakage from the spring plenum. A hole drilled in the piston between the

two rings connects the volume between the two rings to that between the piston and the

shield. This was done to minimize the leakage from the spring plenum to atmosphere.

Leakage around the top piston ring has the same effect as flow in parallel with the ref-

erence orifice. Thus, by minimizing the leakage from the spring plenum past the top

piston ring, the transient response is determined principally by the size of the refer-

ence orifice.

For development purposes, it was necessary to measure the position of the piston

in some of the relief valves. The piston position-measuring transducer had to be

small and light so that it would not affect relief-valve response. Piston position was

measured by two strain gages mounted on fingers of a specially designed washer as

shown in figure 9. As the piston opens, the force from the spring deflects the fingers,



and the strain gagesproduce a signal proportional to piston position. All of the relief
valves were identical, so they would respondthe same. However, about one-third of
the relief valves had position-measuring strain gagesaddedto them; these were lo-
cated as shownin figure 6(c).

PROCEDURE

The transient responseof the inlet with the throat-bypass stability-bleed system
was measured for internal and external disturbances. The transient datawere re-
corded on an analog-multiplex tape recorder andwere playedback later for analysis.

Responseto Internal Disturbances

The internal diffuser-exit disturbance airflow transients were obtainedby pulsing
the airflow disturbance generator closed from the openposition. The sliding-plate
valves were ramped closed and then back openagain, thus generating a single,
triangular-wave pulse. Ramp rates were varied from slower than that required to
actuate the stability relief valves to the maximum rate of the disturbance sliding-plate
valves. At each rate, the pulse amplitude was increased until the inlet unstarted. The
maximum decrease in sliding-plate valve area that the inlet would tolerate without un-
starting was thus obtained. The area changewas related to a corrected airflow change,
using steady-state data. The pulse datawere obtainedwith both the unmodified inlet
and the modified inlet. Unmodified-inlet data were takenwith the forward-bypass
shock-position control both operative and inoperative. Modified-inlet datawere taken
with the stability-relief valves locked and unlocked andwith the shock-position control

operative and inoperative.

Responseto External Disturbances

The external disturbance causedby the tunnel gust generator consisted of a simul-
taneous changein tunnel flow-field Mach number and flow angularity. From an initial
spike-tip Mach number of 2.55, the simultaneous changeoccurred in 0. 025 second.
From an initial spike-tip Mach number of 2.68, the simultaneous changeoccurred in
0.03 second. The inlet was subjected to this disturbance with the relief valves both
operative and inoperative. Since the relief valves do not work for steady-state distur-
bances, the inlet would eventually unstart after the changewas made, because the inlet
spike control was not operative for these tests. A comparison was made of the tran-
sients with the relief valves operative and inoperative. It was then determined whether



the relief valves kept the inlet started long enoughso that the inlet spike-control sys-
tem could have moved the spike far enoughto have prevented the inlet from unstarting.

Steady-state and transient datawere also taken that showedthe ability of the inlet
to withstand angle-of-attack variations without unstarting. For the steady-state data,
the inlet was pitched slowly to angle of attack to determine the maximum angle of at-
tack the inlet could tolerate without unstarting. For the transient data, the inlet was
ramped up to somemaximum angle of attack and then ramped back to its operating-
point position. These datawere compared to determine whether the relief Valves
allowed the inlet to tolerate transient angles of attack exceedingthe steady-state un-
start Values. In flight, angle-of-attack Variations due to gusts could be rapid enough
to actuate the valves. However, the wind-tunnel hardware was not capableof moving
the inlet to angle of attack fast enoughto simulate these disturbances. Therefore, the
relief valves were modified by plugging the reference orifice in the valve piston so that
they could respond to the slower angle-of-attack variations in the wind tunnel. Thus,
it was possible to determine whether the valves do respond to inlet angle-of-attack
variations.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

The data shownin this report are given as a percent of changefrom the operating-
point value. The operating-point values of inlet duct pressure ratio (DPR) and spike
position, alongwith the actual steady-state unstart angles of attack, are given in ref-
erence 12, which is a classified report.

Responseto Internal Disturbances

A typical transient responseof the throat-bypass stability-bleed system for an
internal airflow disturbance is shownin figure 10. This transient is typical of the data
which were taken. Transients shownare for a slow and a fast ramp rate, with the
forward-bypass-door shock-position control operational. The transient traces for a

slow ramp rate at Mach 2.47 (fig. 10(a)) showthat not all the relief valves opened
fully nor at the same rate. Only the valves in compartments 1, 4, and 7 openedfully,
as indicated by the flat spots on the openpart of the traces. Since the inlet was at zero
angles of attack and sideslip, all the relief valves might havebeen expectedto open
equally. Nonuniform valve response could be causedby any of the following conditions:
nonuniform pressures (dueto terminal-shock skewor the shockbeing nonplanar) in the
inlet during the disturbance transient; inequality of valve characteristics suchas piston
friction, spring preload, spring rate, or internal valve leakage; or leakagefrom parts

10



of the stability-bleed system other than the valve. These items are discussed in more

detail in reference 9.
Pressure Pl is a cowl static pressure located at approximately the sameaxial

distance from the cowl lip as are the relief-valve sensing-duct pressure taps. The
increase in this pressure has to become large enoughto overcome the relief-valve
spring preload and friction before the valve piston will move. The delay betweenwhen
the disturbance begins and whenthe piston moves is a result of two factors: one is the
time required to build upa large enoughpressure differential as just mentioned; the
other is the pneumatic delay time. The pneumatic delay time is more evident in fig-

ure 10(b)than in figure 10(a).
Pressure P2 is a cowl static pressure in the region where stability airflow is

being bled off for the aft relief valves. Becauseit is further upstream than Pl is, it

does not changeas much as Pl does.
The position trace for the valve in compartment i showsthat the valve overshoots

the fully openandthe fully closed positions. Since these are physical stops, the valve
piston could not be overshooting as the trace indicates. The seemingovershoot results
from sensitivity of the position transducer to the vibration from the impact of the piston
against the physical stops. This "ringing" effect is more clearly seenat the faster
chart speedused in figure 10(b).

The transient shownin figure 10(a) is slow enoughso that the terminal-shock-

position control can also react and help compensatefor the disturbance. This is evi-
dencedby the relatively large motion of the forward-bypass door.

Figure 10(b) showstransient traces for a fast ramp rate at Mach 2.47. The pneu-
matic delay time is more evident at this faster disturbance rate and showsup better
becauseof the higher chart speed. The "ringing" on the valve-position traces is more
evident here than in figure 10(a). For this faster disturbance rate, the shock-position

control system is much less effective. This is illustrated by the small motion of the

forward-bypass door. These traces show how the stability valves complement the

terminal-shock-position control, because the valves are still capable of moving and

thus acting to prevent unstart.

Shock-position control inoperative. - The unstart tolerance of the inlet to a de-

creasing, single, triangular wave pulse in downstream airflow is shown in figure 11.

These data are for Mach 2.47, with zero angles of attack and sideslip, with the aft-

bypass door closed, and with the forward-bypass door either closed or initially closed

when the forward-bypass control is operative. The solid-line curves represent the

data obtained with the shock-position control inoperative.

For the unmodified inlet, the increase in stability as the disturbance rate in-

creases is due to the volume of the inlet being better able to absorb higher-frequency

11



disturbances. The addition of locked-closed stability-relief valves increases the toler-
ance of the inlet by 3 to 4 percent relative to that of the unmodified inlet. The reason
for this is the previously discussed bleed in parallel with the aft stability-relief valves.
Allowing the stability-relief valves to operate results in additional inlet stability for
disturbance rates greater than about 7 percent per second. (The stability relief valves
are dynamic devices and function only for a changingcondition. For the tested config-
uration, the valves functioned only for airflow-disturbance rates above7 percent per
second.) The additional stability tolerance is about 10percent up to disturbance rates
of 200 percent per second, beyondwhich the dynamic responseof the relief valves
starts to diminish.

Shock-position control operative. - The data obtained with the inlet shock-position

control are represented by the dashed-line curves in figure 11. These data show how

the shock-position control system and the stability-bleed system work together to in-

crease the ability of the inlet to tolerate an internal airflow disturbance. The shock-

position control system compensates for disturbance rates below about 15 percent per

second, and the stability-bleed system compensates for disturbance rates above

15 percent per second. The overlapping region over which the shock-position control

and the stability-relief valves are effective can be adjusted by changing the bandwidth

of the shock-position control or by changing the size of the reference orifice in the

stability relief-valve piston.

Data similar to those presented in figures 10 and U for two other operating condi-

tions at Mach 2.47 and for two operating conditions at Mach 2.76 are given in figures

12 to 16 and are discussed in the appendix. The operating conditions for all of the fig-

ures showing responses of the inlet to disturbances are summarized in table I. The

results shown in figures 12 to 16 are very similar to those of figure 11. One additional

curve, that of the unmodified inlet with shock-position control, has been included in fig-

ures 12, 15, and 16. The conclusion to be drawn from comparing the data in figure 11

with those of figures 12 to 16 is that performance of the stability system is quite con-

sistent, even when the inlet operates at various steady-state angles of attack. Also,

when the Mach number is changed from 2.47 to 2.76, the curves retain the same gen-
eral shape and exhibit only a small shift.

Figure 17 shows estimated unstart tolerance data for both the modified and the un-

modified inlet with the terminal-shock-position control active for an actual flight con-

dition. The angle of sideslip remains zero, but the angle of attack has been changed

from zero to the value for flight as given in the classified report of reference 12.

These curves start out around -20 percent instead of the -30 percent shown in figure 11

because the forward-bypass door is normally partially open for the actual flight condi-

tions at Mach 2.47. The forward-bypass door opening cannot increase as much to

compensate for the disturbance as it did for the data shown in figure 11. Thus, the
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effectiveness of the forward-bypass door to compensatefor low-frequency decreases in
airflow dependson its initial opening.

Responseto External Disturbances

Tunnel _ust-_enerator transient data. - Figures 18 and 19 show the transient re-

sponse of the inlet to the disturbance by the tunnel gust generator for initial spike-tip

conditions of Mach 2.55 and zero angle of attack.

Figure 18 shows the response of the inlet to the falling-plate gust-generator dis-

turbance when all the relief valves are locked closed. The inlet unstarts about

0.3 second after the disturbance occurs. The inlet unstart is indicated by the sharp

drop in bleed-plenum pressure and cowl-surface static pressure which is pointed out

in the figure. The relief-valve piston-position trace shows a lot of noise after the inlet

unstarts; however, the piston is not actually moving. The position-transducer sensor

is sensitive to vibration. When the inlet unstarts, the vibration level of the inlet in-

creases enough to cause the noise shown in the relief-valve position trace.

Figure 19 shows the response of the inlet to the disturbance with the relief valves

free to operate. The relief valve shown opened to about 25 percent of its maximum

area. The ability of the relief valve to handle only transient type disturbances is dem-

onstrated by the closing action of the valve while the disturbance is still present. Only

one other instrumented upstream stability relief valve and no instrumented downstream

relief valves opened during this transient. It should be remembered that only about

one-third of the relief valves had position transducers. The inlet unstarted about

i. 25 seconds after the disturbance occurred. The inlet unstart is pointed out by the

sharp drop in bleed-plenum pressure and cowl static pressure. Again, the noise level

increased for the piston-position trace when the inlet unstarted.

The response of the inlet to the disturbance both with the relief valves locked

closed and with the valves free to operate was also tested for initial spike-tip condi-

tions of Mach 2.68 and zero angle of attack. The transient traces are shown in figures

20 and 21 and are discussed in the appendix. Table II summarizes the unstart times

for the two Mach numbers.

The table shows that the inlet remains started 4 to 28 times longer with the valves

operative than with them inoperative. The response of the unmodified inlet is expected

to be about the same as that of the modified inlet with valves inoperative. No data were

obtained for this disturbance with the inlet control system operative. (The hardware

associated with sensing changes in angle of attack and Mach number, necessary for the

spike control, were unavailable, ) Thus, it is not known if the inlet control could have

prevented unstart. However, it was concluded that without the valves being operative,
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the control could not have prevented unstart at Mach 2.68 and probably not at Mach

2.55. These conclusions are based on knowledge of the spike extensions required to

prevent unstart, the spike slew rate, and the lag times associated with the sensing

hardware. The stability system with valves operative does provide additional time for

the inlet control system to react to prevent unstart.

Inlet angle-of-attack transient data. - As was mentioned in the PROCEDURE sec-

tion, the relief valves were modified for the angle-of-attack tests. Because the strut

cannot move very fast (it acts almost like a steady-state disturbance to the inlet), the

reference orifices in the stability-valve pistons were plugged. Thus, the relief valyes

could respond to more slowly varying pressures. However, because of some small

leakage across the piston, the relief valves still will not actuate for steady-state or

very slowly changing disturbances.

Figure 22 shows the transient response for a ramp variation in inlet angle of attack

for Mach 2.47. The inlet was initially at the flight operating point, which included

having the inlet initally at angle of attack. The angle of attack was increased 1.3 °

from the flight angle without the inlet unstarting. At this point the wind-tunnel hard-

ware limits were reached. Thus, the unstart angle of attack could not be determined

with the stability-relief valves operating. However, the relief valves did allow the in-

let to exceed the steady-state unstart angle of attack at Mach 2.47 without unstarting.

Figure 23 shows the transient response for a ramp variation in angle of attack for

Mach 2.76. The initial angle of attack was zero. The two relief valves shown opened

about 25 percent of their maximum. The inlet exceeded the steady-state unstart angle

of attack by approximately 2.6 ° without unstarting. The actual unstart angle could not

be determined because of physical limits of the wind-tunnel hardware.

Tests were also conducted at Mach 2.47 and 2.76 with an initial angle of attack of

zero, but the spike was extended 1.78 centimeters more than it had been for figures 22

and 23. These traces are shown in figures 24 and 25, respectively, and are discussed

in the appendix. Again, the inlet did not unstart before the wind-tunnel hardware

limits were reached. Thus, the inlet angle of attack disturbance transients have dem-

onstrated the ability of the stability-bleed system to keep the inlet started for variation

in inlet angle of attack.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A throat-bypass stability-bleed system installed in a YF-12 aircraft flight inlet

was tested in the Lewis 10- by 10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. The stability-bleed

system allows higher inlet performance (by permitting the terminal shock to operate

closer to the inlet throat) while maintaining a substantial tolerance to inlet unstart due

14



to internal and external disturbances. The valves that bleed the airflow are a flight-

type design that are able to withstand the flight environment of the YF-12 aircraft and
also fit within the inlet structure. The valves are relief-type mechanical valves.

The tests demonstrated thatthe stability-bleed system could compensatefor inter-
nal disturbances from about 7 percent (of the operating-point value) per secondto over
400 percent per second. An additional stability airflow of about 10 percent (of the
operating-point value) was achieved out to rates of 200percent per second, where the
dynamic response of the relief valves starts to diminish. The tests were conductedat
Mach 2.47 and 2.76.

The stability-bleed system and the terminal-shock-position control worked well
together. The terminal-shock-position control compensatedfor internal disturbance
rates from zero to about 10percent per second, while the stability-bleed system com-
pensatedfor internal disturbances from just below 10 percent per secondto above
600percent per second.

The inlet was subjected to a step-type external disturbance which was a combina-
tion of a decrease in Mach number and an increase in angle of attack. The stability-
bleed system demonstrated its capability to keep the inlet started 4 to 28 times longer
than the unmodified inlet. Thus, the stability system provides additional time for the
inlet control system to react to prevent unstart. Tests were conductedwith initial
spike-tip Mach numbers of 2.55 and 2.68, at zero angle of attack.

The stability-bleed system also demonstrated its ability to provide the inlet with
more angle-of-attack capability during tests in which the inlet angle of attack was
varied. The actual increases in unstart angle-of-attack capability could not be deter-
mined becauseof wind-tunnel hardware limits. The tests were run at free-stream
Mach numbers of 2.47 and 2.76.

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautic s andSpaceAdministration,

Cleveland, Ohio, March 9, 1979,
743-O3.
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APPENDIX - ADDITIONAL DYNAMIC DATA OF A STABILITY-BLEED SYSTEM

The data in the main body of the report demonstrated the ability of the stability-

bleed system to extend the range of frequency of disturbances that the inlet could with-

stand without unstarting. These included both internal and external disturbances. The

data included in this appendix are additional data that were taken. They are included

here to give information at other operating conditions even though the results are, in

general, the same.

Figures 12 and 13 show the transient response of the inlet to a single triangular

pulse in diffuser-exit corrected airflow for Mach 2.47 with the inlet angle of attack

equal to the scheduled value. The forward-bypass door was closed for the data shown

in figure 12 and at its flight-scheduled opening for figure 13. Comparing the data of

figures 12 and 13 indicates that with the bypass control inactive the inlet has a little

more unstart tolerance with the forward bypass open. This is true for all three curves.

There are two factors which contribute to the increase in stability. One results from

the fact that the inlet is at about 1.3 ° less angle of attack for the data shown in fig-

ure 13 than it was for the data shown in figure 12. This gives a more uniform shock

pattern (less skewed) in the inlet which in turn allows more of the relief valves to be

activated. The other factor accounting for the increased stability is that the forward

bypass door is open at the operating point. The stationary bypass door can bypass

more airflow (thus more stability), when compared to a closed door, as the pressure

inside the inlet builds up when the disturbance causes the inlet to get closer to unstart.

Figures 14 to 16 show data of inlet transient stability for a single triangular pulse

in diffuser-exit corrected airflow. It is similar to that discussed in the main body of

the report and for figures 12 and 14 in the appendix except that the free-stream Mach

number was 2.76 instead of 2.47. Thus, Mach number, angle of attack, and small

spike variations didnot greatly affect the general nature of the results. Comparing

figures 15 and 16 indicates that the standard inlet unstart tolerance (solid line with

solid circular symbols) is increased a little for the angle-of-attack data. The principal

reason for this is that the spike was extended more for the data of figure 16 than it was

for the data shown in figure 15. The stability relief valves were slightly less effective

at increasing the inlet's unstart tolerance at angle of attack than they were at zero

angle. The reason for this is that with the inlet at angle of attack not all the valves are

effective. The stability relief valves still do increase the inlet's unstart tolerance sig-

nificantly, however.

Figures 20 and 21 show the inlet response to the gust generator with the relief

valves free to operate and locked up, respectively. The initial spike-tip Mach number

was 2.68. The data in the main body of the report were for Much 2.55. The data of
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figures 20 and 21 again showthat the stability-bleed system keepsthe inlet started
longer when the valves are operative. This provides additional time for the inlet con-
trol system to react to prevent unstart.

Figures 24 and 25 showadditional data for inlet strut angle-of-attack disturbances.
It again demonstrates that the stability-bleed system allows the inlet to transiently ex-
ceedthe steady-state unstart angleswithout unstarting. The actual transient unstart
angles could not be determined since the inlet reached the tunnel physical limits. In
figure 24 there are somehigh-frequency oscillations on the cowl static pressures and
on the position trace for the relief valve in compartment 11. Thesepressure fluctua-
tions are probably the result of flow separation and reattachment along the inlet. This
same phenomenonwas observed whenthe inlet was slowly taken to an unstart angle of
attack. In that case, just before the inlet unstarted, these samehigher frequency pres-
sure fluctuations were observed, which probably meansthe inlet is closer to unstart
for the transient shownin figure 24 than for the strut angle-of-attack transients shown
elsewhere m this report.
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TABLE I. - INLET OPERATING CONDITIONS

Source of

disturbance

Disturbance

Initial

Mach number

at spike tip

generator

Gust

generator

Strut angle

of attack

2.76

2.76

2,76

2.47

2.55

2,55

2.68

2,6_

2.47

2.76

2.47

2.76

Initial

angle of

attack

Zero

Zero

Flight

angle

Flight

angle

Zero

Zero

Flight

angle

Flight

angle

Zero

Flight

angle

Zero

Zero

Flight

angle

Initial

angle of

sideslip

Zero

Zero

Zero

'I

Initial

forward-bypass

door position

Closed

Closed

Closed

F light

opening

Closed

Closed

Closed

Flight

opening

Closed

Closed

Initial

aft-bypass

door position

Closed

,

Flight

opening

Closed

l

Closed

Shock-position

control

Operative

Operative; also

inoperative

Operative; also

inoperative

Inoperative

Operative

Operative; also

inoperative

Operative; also

inoperative

Operative; also

inoperative

Spike position

Flight position

Condition of

stability-bleed

valves

Operative

Locked closed;

also operative

Locked closed;

also operative

Locked closed;

also operative

Operative

Locked closed;

also operative

Locked closed;

also operative

Locked closed;

also operative

inoperative

Inoperative

Flight position

Flight position

Flight position

1.78 cm forward of

flight position

1.78 cm forward of

fiisht position

Locked closed

Operative

Operative

Locked closed

Operative
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TABLE II. - TIME TO INLET UNSTART AFTER START

OF GUST-GENERATOR DIBTURBANCE

Mach number

at spike tip

before start

of disturbance

Condition of

stability-bleed valves

Time to unstart,

see

2.55 Operative 1.25

Locked closed .3

2.68 Operative 1.7

Locked closed .06

Shock-trap
flow tube

Forward-bypassexit--,, x

Forward-bypass door opening -_

Spike bleedexit_

Aft-bypassdoor assembly
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

Translating spike ..J

/

/J
/

%.
%

"- Forward-bypassdoor assembly
\

_- Cowl bleed(shock trap)

I
L Spikebleed

Figure 1. - Isometricview of flight inlet of YF-12aircraft.

t_. Spike support
structure

CD-I1635-28
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valve

station

I

"_--Full-scale YF-12 flight inlet---_l/_,-_ Boiler-plate nacelle----,--

I

Transition section J

C D-12052-0/

Figure 2. - Schematic diagram of the inlet and cold-pipe assembly for the 10- by lO-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel.

Cowl J

C-72-2165

Figure3. - Supersonic inletused forstabilityvalvestudies,shown mounted in testsectionol
wind tunnel.
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Figure 5. - External airflow disturbance (gust) generator.
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r Airflow-disturbance-generator assembly

Lightly shaded areas
are flow areas

Flight
inlet

......_::_ r Hinged

......= web

- Disturbance

door -- I_'_

CD-11_3-28

•- Nacelle and cold-pipe assembly

L Transition section

(a) Schematic diagram of internal airflow disturbance generator.

C-72-2163

(b) Airflow-disturbance-generator assembly installed in cold pipe and expanded about halfway. (View

looking upstream from aft end of cold pipe. )

Figure 4. - Internal airflow disturbance generator.
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_- Throat-bypass stability-bleed

_, system (see fig. 6(b) below)
x Aft bypass 7

F Shock j_ Forward /

/ trap f bypass ff ...,, ..I

Spike "I'1",

"'\\\\\\\\\"""\\\\\\\\"_ -- I

Cowlstaticpressure ,' I IForward-I
__k signal):..t.-IbypassI Airflo_disturbance,

-,-,-CK)lactuator I genera[or tsnomg- l

D._!red," + T _ plate valves) J

value -_ /C°ntr°ller

ltproportional

plus integral)

(a) Schematic of inlet, bleeds, bypasses, and throat-bypass stability-bleed system.

_-Reference
orifice

_- Spring plenum cPressurizing
_ _ manifold

Check--II_------]l_'_ _' I _' _'/_' __/_' _, II _ ReferenceII

 JJIL-', JI II plerlumII

s small

Fbeee p'enum '%f'_ __ _rha_k

. ^_ .f .,, t LSensing , _ Stab)l) "_
............ [ duct Aft-val 're'l Shtta__Iyj -_- "f_]_

i_ L .... bleed _,l_leeo _ -_-_-_

:_n,elo plenum (Pn=)J _ )_._
"° //t _: Total-pressure tube

Spike bleed _ _ _ o _ , for stability-bleed
----,,_ ._ ._-'_ __'- ._" _iSet_icku p system

,_, _, _,'_ /erminal shock J _ '

(b) Detailed schematic of throat-bypass stability-bleed system.

Figure 6. - Throat-bypass stability-bleed system in the YF-12 aircraft flight inlet.
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(c) Stability-bleed valve compartment identification (view looking downstream).
Asterisks denotecompartments wherein valves with position transducers
are located.

Figure & - Concluded.
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Porous bleedregion

_ Shielded valve
_, partially open,

_ with sensing

Pipe supplying _.
high-pressure --=-
air to valve-

_'_._Shock trap j, _ =:

,_, i _ensmg-duct amfold_.- -
, _,._ I F - -_

_Sens|ng duct -_

Dividers separatingplenumsfOrward_ . .

(a) Internal view. (Spike andportion of porous wall removedfor clarity. )

_" __'--Valve

partially
open

(b) External view. (Someoverboardexit louvers removedfor clarity.)

Figure 7. - Installation of throat-bypass stability-bleed systemin cowlof inlet.
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Figure 8. - Locationof high-responsepressure instrumentation in the regionof the throat-bypassstability-bleedsystem.
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Unmodifiedinlet; shock-positioncontrol systeminoperative
Stability-bleedvalveslockedclosed;shock-positioncontrol systeminoperative
Stability-bleedvalves operative,shock-pesitioncontrol systeminoperative
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Figure 13. - Transient stabilityof inlet when subjectedto a singletriangular pulsein dif-
fuser correctedairflow. Inlet at Mach 7. 47 andequIvalent flight angleof attack, with
zeroangleof sideslip;,forward-bypassdooropento flight matchopening;aft-bypass
door closed.
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Figure 15. - Transient stability of inlet when subjected to a single triangular pulse in dif-

fuser corrected airflow. Inlet at Mach 2. 76 and zero angles of attack and sideslip,
forward- and aft-bypass doors closed.
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Figure 16. - Transient stability of inlet when subjected to a single triangular pulse in dif-

fuser corrected airflow. Inlet at Mach 2. 76 and equivalent flight angle of attack, with
zero angle of sideslip, forward- and aft-bypass doors closed.
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